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Abstract 
Health information systems in developing countries support the political vision of 
promoting equity in access to health services. However, these data-driven advancements 
raise severe privacy issues in most developing countries due to the lack of awareness of 
privacy risks and of measures to counteract those risks. Drawing on social cognitive 
theory and the Antecedents-Privacy Concerns-Outcomes model, we combine two 
complementary theoretical lenses to argue that solution-focused and risk-focused privacy 
awareness-raising measures influence individuals’ data protection behavior through the 
two channels of privacy self-efficacy and privacy concerns. To test our theorizing, we 
conducted a randomized, controlled field experiment in collaboration with a non-
governmental organization working on health information systems in West Africa. Our 
results provide in-depth and context-sensitive insights into how privacy awareness 
influences privacy behavior. We show that even simple awareness-raising measures 
increase individuals’ privacy protection behavior when framed in a solution-focused 
instead of a risk-focused way. 

Keywords: Social cognitive theory; privacy awareness; privacy concerns; privacy self-
efficacy; developing countries; data privacy; privacy protection 
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Introduction 
With broad availability of smartphones and internet connections even in the most remote and rural areas, 
information systems have made their way into developing countries (Avgerou et al. 2016; Venkatesh et al. 
2019). Although their manifold applications are useful in many aspects of life, they yield exceptional 
potential to improve the healthcare sector in developing countries, which often suffers from a lack of human 
resources and infrastructure (Braa et al. 2004; Fichman et al. 2011). To improve this situation, researchers 
and international agencies such as the World Health Organization are focusing on health information 
systems (Braa et al. 2004; Fichman et al. 2011; Källander et al. 2013). Health information systems promote 
the political vision of equity in healthcare services (World Health Organization 2005). They help to deliver 
healthcare to the most remote and deprived areas (Braa et al. 2004) and help to deal with epidemic 
outbreaks such as Ebola and COVID-19 in an effective way (Chen et al. 2015; Fichman et al. 2011). 

Despite the immense benefits that information technology can provide for healthcare, the information that 
is stored about individuals’ health can fall victim to data misuse. This is a delicate matter as individual-level 
health data are among the most sensitive data (Bansal et al. 2010; Fichman et al. 2011) and misuse of health 
data can have severe consequences for the individual as e.g. social exclusion or job loss (Acquisti et al. 2015). 
Nevertheless, the growing use of health information technology has not led to appropriate adjustments of 
data privacy and security legislation in developing countries (Harris et al. 2013). Moreover, the high 
unfamiliarity with the overall topic of data privacy increases individuals’ vulnerability (Pötzsch 2009). 
In line with the Antecedents-Privacy Concerns-Outcomes (APCO) model (Smith et al. 2011), prior research 
identifies privacy awareness as a core measure to support individuals’ information privacy (Correia and 
Compeau 2017; Malandrino et al. 2013). Privacy awareness draws attention to the threats of data misuse as 
well as possible countermeasures for responding to these threats (Deuker 2010). We argue that privacy 
awareness includes both risk-focused aspects, i.e. potential negative consequences of data privacy 
violations, and solution-focused aspects, i.e. ways to protect individuals’ data privacy, both of which are 
necessary for informed decision-making in data-driven environments (Deuker 2010). While prior research 
pointed out the importance of privacy awareness (Pötzsch 2009; Correia and Compeau 2017), there is little 
evidence indicating how privacy awareness has to be framed to efficiently affect privacy-related attitudes 
and behavior. Therefore, we pose the following research question: How do risk and solution-focused 
awareness-raising measures affect the way people think and act in relation to their data privacy in 
developing countries? 
To understand the cognitive mechanisms behind privacy awareness and privacy protection, we examine the 
roles of privacy concerns and privacy self-efficacy. In their APCO model, Smith et al. (2011) argue that 
privacy concerns are the main predictor of privacy-related behavior. We argue that the explanatory power 
of the APCO model can be enhanced by including privacy self-efficacy, i.e. “individuals’ level of confidence 
in protecting their privacy” (Lee and Hill 2013, p. 331) as another important antecedent of privacy 
protection (Chen 2018). While privacy concerns may be associated with a feeling of helplessness, privacy 
self-efficacy addresses the opposite, dealing with the self-confidence of individuals to be able to protect their 
personal data successfully. Following Chen and Zahedi (2016), levels of privacy self-efficacy differ greatly 
between cultures and contexts of rural and urbanized economies. We argue that privacy self-efficacy is both 
in short supply and greatly needed for privacy protection behavior in developing countries, as low levels of 
privacy education and high corruption rates tend to lower individuals’ confidence levels. 
We conducted a randomized, controlled field experiment in collaboration with eHealth Africa, a non-
governmental organization working on data-driven health solutions in West Africa. The healthcare context 
is underrepresented in prior research and is subject to significant context specifics that are worth examining 
(Fichman et al. 2011). First, particularly in developing countries, improvements in the healthcare situation 
are greatly needed. Health information systems provide immense benefits that can influence individuals’ 
decision-making regarding the protection of their data. Second, personal health information is among the 
most sensitive data (Anderson et al. 2017; Bansal et al. 2016), so understanding privacy-related risks and 
protective countermeasures is particularly important in the healthcare context. Our findings broadly 
support our theorizing, suggesting that even simple awareness-raising measures significantly influence 
privacy concerns and privacy self-efficacy. Solution-focused awareness-raising, which provided individuals 
with information on how to protect their privacy, increased privacy protection. In contrast, risk-focused 
awareness-raising did not affect individuals’ behavior. In line with our theorizing, we find that privacy 
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protection is context-dependent, as the underlying cognitive mechanisms differ between developed and 
developing countries. Whereas prior studies conducted in developed countries show that privacy concerns 
are the main driver for privacy protection (e.g., Anderson and Agarwal 2011; Cichy et al. 2014), our findings 
suggest that, in developing countries, privacy self-efficacy is the critical factor in that regard. 
We contribute to the literature on health information privacy in three major ways. First, our experimental 
approach makes it possible to examine the causal effects of solution-focused and risk-focused awareness-
raising measures on individuals’ privacy behavior. These two sides of privacy awareness-raising and their 
consequences to individuals’ privacy protection have not received much attention from prior research 
(Smith et al. 2011). Insight is desperately needed, as individuals in developing countries are often under-
informed and lack the capacity to protect their privacy. Second, we extend the APCO model (Smith et al. 
2011) by linking it to social cognitive theory (Bandura 2001) and to the concept of privacy self-efficacy - an 
underlying mechanism that influences individuals’ privacy behavior. Finally, while prior research mainly 
examined US samples (Belanger and Crossler 2011; Chen 2018; Chen and Zahedi 2016), we conduct 
context-sensitive research in Nigeria. The context of a developing country is particularly important as 
contextual differences like educational levels, corruption rates, information technology dissemination, and 
cultural traits influence individuals’ decision-making and thereby significantly affect privacy-related 
attitudes and behaviors (Belanger and Crossler 2011; Gebre-Mariam and Bygstad 2019). Indeed, our results 
confirm that privacy awareness and privacy protection in healthcare are context-dependent. 

Conceptual Background 
Privacy in Information Systems.Privacy is a complex and multifaceted issue. In information systems, 
privacy can be defined as the ability of individuals to control the conditions under which their personal 
information is collected and used (Culnan and Bies 2003; Xu et al. 2009). Information asymmetry and 
uncertainty often restrict individuals in their data privacy and put them at risk of having that privacy 
violated (Youn 2009). As personal health data is particularly sensitive, data privacy violation can have 
serious consequences. Risk perceptions lead to privacy concerns, which in turn strongly influence the 
adoption of information technology in healthcare (Angst and Agarwal 2009; Bansal et al. 2010). In recent 
years, studies on privacy in information systems have gained traction, leading to many theories and 
conceptual frameworks. To establish a more robust approach, Smith et al. (2011) conducted an 
interdisciplinary review of over 400 privacy-related articles and books. Their analysis led to the 
development of an overarching macro model, the APCO model, which illustrates the relationship between 
antecedents, privacy concerns, and actual outcomes. 
Privacy awareness. Smith et al. (2011) argue that culture, demographics, personality, privacy 
experiences, and privacy awareness are key antecedents of privacy concerns and privacy-related behavior. 
Privacy awareness is especially needed to get closer to the overriding goal of informed decision-making in 
data-driven environments (Harris et al. 2013; Malandrino et al. 2013). According to Pötzsch (2009), privacy 
awareness is the cognition and knowledge of (1) whether others have received personal data, (2) the type of 
data that is collected and shared, (3) how the data is processed and used, (4) the amount of data, and (5) 
how the data could jeopardize the individual by violating their personal privacy. 

In general, individuals with poor data privacy knowledge are more likely to place themselves at risk. 
Individuals in developing countries are often unaware of privacy threats and of ways to reduce their 
vulnerability (Harris et al. 2013). Due to their high numbers of individuals unversed in data privacy, 
developing countries are particularly vulnerable to data privacy threats. Notwithstanding the importance 
of privacy awareness, especially in developing countries, the conceptualization and theoretical 
understanding of privacy awareness are still limited (Correia and Compeau 2017). 

Privacy awareness is a crucial step to motivate individuals to take care of their data privacy. Privacy 
awareness can help to overcome irrational decision making caused by information asymmetry (Deuker 
2010). Presenting individuals with privacy-related messages activates consciousness of data privacy. These 
messages can be framed in different ways. Scholarly research, governmental policy, and business practice 
have mainly applied awareness-raising in a risk-focused way, in terms of privacy warnings (LaRose and 
Rifon 2007). However, awareness of positive countermeasures that one can take to protect one’s personal 
data is another important part of the equation (Crossler and Bélanger 2019). Thus, we argue that privacy 
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awareness comprises both awareness of potential privacy problems and awareness of ways to prevent those 
problems from happening (Deuker 2010). 

These two sides are also reflected in protection motivation theory (Rogers 1975). Protection motivation 
theory argues that individuals adopt a protective behavior based on two underlying cognitive processes: the 
threat appraisal process, which refers to the severity and vulnerability of the respective situation and the 
coping-appraisal process, which refers to the effectiveness of counteracting potential harm. We argue that 
this two-sided phenomenon can be applied to the privacy context and advocate in favor of viewing privacy 
awareness as a two-sided construct. First, privacy awareness can be solution-focused, by educating 
individuals about ways to protect their data privacy. Second, it can be risk-focused, by educating individuals 
about potential negative consequences of data privacy violations (Deuker 2010). 
Privacy concerns. In the center of the APCO model are privacy concerns (Smith et al. 2011). Privacy 
concerns are beliefs about risks and costs that come with the disclosure of personal information (Dinev and 
Hart 2006). Privacy concerns increase when individuals experience a loss of control over their personal 
data. Individuals who are concerned about online privacy exhibit lower trust and are thus less likely to 
engage in behavior that exposes them to risks of privacy violation. However, prior literature challenges the 
common assumption of rational decision making, arguing that actual privacy protection does not 
correspond to individuals’ articulated behavioral intentions and attitudes (Acquisti 2004; Acquisti and 
Grossklags 2005). Norberg et al. (2007) call this phenomenon the privacy paradox. Given irrational 
decision making, real behavior does not necessarily reflect privacy concerns and behavioral intentions 
(Acquisti 2004; Acquisti and Grossklags 2005). To draw conclusions about individuals’ behavior, it is 
necessary to focus on actual behavior instead of on attitudes or intentions (Belanger and Xu 2015). 
Privacy self-efficacy. Privacy self-efficacy refers to the confidence of individuals to be successful in 
protecting their privacy (Lee and Hill 2013). Self-efficacy constitutes a critical element of social cognitive 
theory (Bandura 2001). According to social cognitive theory, individuals who believe in their power to 
master a certain situation will show higher effort toward this behavior which leads to a higher probability 
of being successful. Individuals’ confidence levels are thus directly associated with their behavioral 
responses (Keith et al. 2015). 
Applied to the privacy context, the theoretical notions of social cognitive theory suggest that individuals 
who believe in their ability to protect their privacy - i.e., who have higher privacy self-efficacy (Crossler and 
Bélanger 2019) - are more motivated and show higher effort to protect their privacy (Cho et al. 2009). 
Privacy self-efficacy can be particularly decisive for individuals’ privacy-related decision making in 
developing countries, as low levels of privacy education and high corruption rates influence individuals’ 
confidence levels (Harris et al. 2013). To understand the underlying cognitive mechanisms behind privacy 
protection in developing countries and the role of privacy awareness, we, therefore, combine social 
cognitive theory with the APCO model. We argue that privacy awareness affects privacy protection not only 
through privacy concerns but also through privacy self-efficacy. 

Hypotheses 

Privacy Awareness 

Privacy awareness and privacy protection 
A pre-requisite for individuals to assume ownership of their data is privacy awareness (Harris et al. 2013). 
Even though privacy awareness is a key antecedent of the APCO model, studies on privacy awareness are 
severely underrepresented in the information systems literature (Deuker 2010; Pötzsch 2009; Smith et al. 
2011). Prior research shows that lack of awareness about privacy protection is still a major issue (Belanger 
and Crossler 2011). In developing countries, there are little to no official data privacy regulations, leaving 
individuals to protect their data themselves (Harris et al. 2013). Ironically, privacy awareness is particularly 
low in developing countries. Limited access to information technologies restricts individuals’ experience, 
which leads to a general unawareness of internet threats (Harris et al. 2013; Kumaraguru and Cranor 2005).  
Individuals who are unaware of privacy threats and potential countermeasures will be more likely to place 
themselves at risk or misunderstand information practices of requesting organizations (Crossler and 
Bélanger 2019; Dommeyer and Gross 2003; Harris et al. 2013). This issue is particularly delicate in the 
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healthcare sector due to the highly sensitive nature of personal health information (Angst and Agarwal 
2009; Bansal et al. 2010, 2016). Increasing privacy awareness is, therefore, a crucial step to move 
individuals toward taking care of their personal health information in an adequate and reflected manner 
(Deuker 2010). Distinguishing between solution-focused and risk-focused awareness-raising measures, our 
study extends the APCO model by hypothesizing: 

Hypothesis 1. Solution-focused awareness-raising increases privacy protection. 
Hypothesis 2. Risk-focused awareness-raising increases privacy protection. 
Solution-focused awareness-raising 

Protection motivation theory (Rogers 1975) argues that individuals’ protective behaviors are driven by the 
threat appraisal process, which refers to the severity and vulnerability of the respective situation and the 
coping-appraisal process, which refers to the effectiveness of counteracting potential harm. Applying this 
two-sided consideration to the topic of privacy awareness, we argue that privacy awareness consists of both, 
risk-focused and solution-focused privacy awareness. As prior studies mainly focused on the awareness of 
privacy-risks, we follow Deuker (2010) and argue that expanding privacy awareness from a risk-based 
toward a solution-based conceptualization is a key success factor to support informed privacy decisions. 
Bandura (2008) states that feelings and emotions are critical influences on individuals’ levels of self-efficacy 
concerning a certain behavior. Social persuasion shapes these feelings and emotions. When social 
persuasion decreases the negative misinterpretations of individuals’ abilities and focuses instead on 
positive emotions, individuals’ levels of self-efficacy increase (Bandura 2008). In turn, self-efficacy leads to 
greater effort and motivation even when individuals are confronted with obstacles. Educating individuals 
about how to master a certain task and thereby raising their awareness in a solution-focused way can 
persuade them of their efficacy. We expect that individuals in developing countries are insufficiently 
educated about ways to counteract potential privacy threats. Following our line of argumentation, privacy 
self-efficacy is also comparably low as individuals lack positive experiences or social persuasion that 
convince them of their ability to protect their privacy effectively. 

Drawing on the theoretical mechanisms of social cognitive theory (Bandura 2001), we argue that expanding 
privacy awareness from a risk-focused approach toward a solution-focused approach will increase 
individuals’ feeling of being able to master privacy issues (Deuker 2010). We argue that solution-focused 
educational support increases positive emotions, reduces negative feelings of being vulnerable to data 
misuse, and motivates individuals to proactively guard themselves against data privacy problems. 
Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 3. Solution-focused awareness-raising increases privacy self-efficacy. 
Prior literature on the so-called “control paradox” suggests that if individuals level of perceived control over 
the disclosure of personal information increases (e.g. by being presented with solution-focused awareness-
raising measures) individuals will exhibit lower levels of privacy concerns and will be more likely to share 
information even though the absolute level of privacy risks does not change (Acquisti et al. 2015). However, 
we argue that solution-focused awareness-raising measures draw individuals’ attention to the topic of data 
privacy. Presenting individuals with ways to protect their privacy will get them thinking about privacy issues 
(Baek 2014). The more knowledge individuals gain about data privacy, the more conscious they become of 
the associated privacy risks and threats. In turn, increased awareness triggers the feeling of loss of control 
over the personal data. Following Acquisti et al. (2015), the perceived loss of control triggers privacy 
concerns. The cognitive activation through solution-focused awareness-raising measures will, therefore, 
increase privacy concerns, as individuals become more aware of data privacy issues (Ozdemir et al. 2017). 

Prior literature supports our line of argumentation. Cespedes and Smith (1993) suggest that privacy 
concerns are triggered when individuals are confronted with the overall topic of data privacy, as their 
general awareness increases. Culnan (1995) finds that consumers who are unaware of procedures for 
removing their names from mailing lists have fewer concerns about their privacy than consumers who are 
aware of such procedures. An experiment by Baek (2014) suggests that presenting individuals with privacy-
related messages encourages reflection on privacy issues. An online survey by Ozdemir et al. (2017), shows 
that privacy awareness increases privacy concerns significantly.  
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Drawing on literature about the context-dependency of privacy-related attitudes and behaviors (see 
Acquisti et al. 2015), we argue that the context of our study amplifies this cause-effect relationship in two 
major ways. First, we expect that individuals in developing countries have limited knowledge about data 
privacy and will spend less time thinking about privacy issues. Thus, even though the solution-framed 
educational measures provide information about how to protect privacy, they will, in the context of our 
study, primarily trigger awareness about the presence of privacy issues and thus a feeling of low control 
over the data. Second, personal health information is among the most sensitive information (Angst and 
Agarwal 2009; Bansal et al. 2010, 2016), thus individuals might be more concerned about losing health-
related information than about losing other types of personal data. 
Therefore, we argue that solution-focused awareness-raising increases privacy concerns as recipients 
become more aware of data privacy issues. We propose the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 4. Solution-focused awareness-raising increases privacy concerns. 
Risk-focused awareness-raising 
Whereas privacy success stories are rare, negative privacy messages have dominated the media. Headlines 
about personal data misuse and large-scale cyber-attacks have raised individuals’ privacy awareness in a 
risk-focused way (Deuker 2010). Particularly in healthcare, data misuse scandals lead to great media 
attention due to the sensitive nature of health data (Bansal et al. 2010). The data scandal in 2019 in which 
Google collected and analyzed the health data of millions of US patients is only one of many examples in 
recent years (Singer and Wakabayashi 2019). Risk-focused awareness-raising measures, such as 
information about data scandals and general education about the dangers of data sharing, increase 
individuals’ privacy awareness in a negatively-framed way (Deuker 2010). 
Social cognitive theory (Bandura 2001) addresses the underlying cognitive mechanisms between risk-
focused awareness-raising and privacy-related behavior. Following Bandura's (2001) theoretical notions, 
negative emotions regarding a certain activity decrease individuals’ self-efficacy, their belief that they can 
be successful, which in turn decreases effort and motivation toward this activity. We transfer this theoretical 
mechanism to the context of privacy, arguing that awareness-raising measures that focus on potential 
privacy problems reduce individuals’ belief that they can be successful in data protection. Negative 
emotions dominate and privacy self-efficacy decreases. In this regard, we expect that individuals in 
developing countries might feel particularly helpless due to the typically high corruption rates and limited 
transparency of media, business practice, and politics. We therefore hypothesize: 
Hypothesis 5. Risk-focused awareness-raising decreases privacy self-efficacy. 

Even if individuals consider health information as particularly sensitive (Angst and Agarwal 2009; Bansal 
et al. 2010, 2016), awareness of risks and threats is a core requirement for adequately dealing with privacy 
issues. Individuals who are unaware of problems that come with data sharing will not be able to identify the 
associated risks or employ appropriate data protection measures (Deuker 2010). Misuse of personal health 
information can have serious financial and social consequences (Acquisti et al. 2015). Supporting 
individuals in becoming aware of these consequences helps them to make good decisions in data-driven 
environments (Pötzsch 2009). Individuals who are presented with privacy-related content are more likely 
to think about privacy issues. Through cognitive activation, individuals familiarize themselves with risks of 
data sharing (Baek 2014). They become more aware of the negative consequences associated with their 
privacy-related behavior and feel vulnerable. Increased awareness of potential privacy problems is in turn 
positively associated with individuals’ privacy concerns (Cespedes and Smith 1993). Following the notions 
of the APCO model, risk-focused awareness-raising measures increase privacy concerns as individuals 
become more familiar with the potential negative consequences of their behavior (Smith et al. 2011). 
When researchers have applied this type of theorizing to experimental situations, the results have been 
mixed. LaRose and Rifon (2007) examine the effects of privacy warnings on the expectations of negative 
outcomes. The results were not significant. However, Culnan (1995) found that consumers who were 
unaware of procedures for removing their names from mailing lists had fewer concerns about their privacy 
than consumers who were aware of such procedures. Following Cespedes and Smith (1993), the awareness 
of data collection and the use of personal data without explicit permission trigger privacy concerns. We 
expect that the results of Culnan (1995) and Cespedes and Smith (1993) not only hold in the context of our 
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study but are even strengthened due to the sensitive nature of personal health information (Bansal et al. 
2010).  

Drawing on the APCO model (Smith et al. 2011), we argue that risk-focused privacy awareness-raising 
measures increase privacy concerns as individuals become more conscious of potential privacy threats and 
their negative consequences. Thus, we propose the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 6. Risk-focused awareness-raising increases privacy concerns. 

Privacy Self-Efficacy 

Self-efficacy leads individuals to judge themselves competent to perform a certain task (Akhter 2014; 
Menard et al. 2017). High levels of self-efficacy positively influence behavioral intentions and the 
motivation to mobilize resources to be successful (Akhter 2014; Milne et al. 2009; Rippetoe and Rogers 
1987). When confronted with obstacles, individuals with high self-efficacy will be more likely to search for 
alternative ways to reach their goals (Locke and Latham 2002). By contrast, low levels of self-efficacy lead 
to avoidance of certain behaviors, since individuals lack the confidence that they can be successful. 
Individuals with low self-efficacy will stay with the status quo even when presented with better alternatives 
(Seltzer 1983). 
The concept of self-efficacy can be applied to different situations (Bandura 2001). For instance, self-efficacy 
can support individuals’ beliefs that they can manage risks and threats in risky situations (Rippetoe and 
Rogers 1987). Prior research identifies self-efficacy as a decisive factor in the behavior that individuals 
adopt when coping with risks (Rimal 2000). As the disclosure of personal health information is an 
inherently risky situation that can have profound social and economic consequences for the individual 
(Acquisti et al. 2015), privacy self-efficacy affects data protection behavior (Crossler and Bélanger 2019).  

Following the notions of social cognitive theory (Bandura 2001), an increase in individuals’ confidence in 
their ability to protect their personal health information from data misuse leads to an increase in their effort 
to protect their data privacy (Menard et al. 2017; Milne et al. 2009). Thus, privacy self-efficacy increases 
success rates in protecting data privacy. The success triggers positive emotions, which in turn, increases 
privacy self-efficacy. This cause-effect relationship results in a self-fulfilling prophecy.  
As the APCO model of Smith et al. (2011) does not account for privacy self-efficacy, we combine the APCO 
model with social cognitive theory (Bandura 2001) by adding privacy self-efficacy to the level of privacy 
concerns. Hence, we propose: 
Hypothesis 7. Privacy self-efficacy increases privacy protection. 

Privacy Concerns 

Privacy concerns are instances of anxiety about data privacy violations (Dinev and Hart 2006; Malhotra et 
al. 2004; Stewart and Segars 2002). Thus, privacy concerns are directly related to risk perceptions 
regarding the sharing of personal data. In line with prior research (e.g., Sheehan and Hoy 2000; Wirtz et 
al. 2007; Youn 2009), the APCO model suggests that privacy concerns increase privacy protection, as 
negative feelings of being at risk of data misuse motivate individuals to protect their personal data (Smith 
et al. 2011). Since individuals avoid risky situations by nature, privacy concerns trigger risk-reducing 
behaviors (Anderson and Agarwal 2011). 

We draw on the APCO model to examine the relationship between privacy concerns and privacy protection 
in developing countries. Contextual differences significantly influence privacy-related behavior (Belanger 
and Crossler 2011; Belanger and Xu 2015; Gebre-Mariam and Bygstad 2019). In particular, low privacy 
education and late information technology dissemination affect privacy protection behavior in less-
developed countries (Harris et al. 2013; Kumaraguru and Cranor 2005). Moreover, we expect that the 
sensitive nature of personal health information attenuates the relationship between privacy concerns and 
privacy protection.  Acknowledging these context specifics, we propose the following hypothesis: 
Hypothesis 8. Privacy concerns increase privacy protection. 
Figure 1 depicts our conceptual model with the derived hypotheses. 
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Figure 1. Research Model 

Method 

Experimental Design 

In collaboration with eHealth Africa, a non-governmental organization working on data-driven health 
solutions in West Africa, we conducted a randomized, controlled field experiment. eHealth Africa’s mission 
is “to build stronger health systems through the design and implementation of data-driven solutions that 
respond to local needs and provide underserved communities with tools to lead healthier lives” (eHealth 
Africa 2019). As the implementation of their data-driven healthcare solutions requires the input of sensitive 
personal data, eHealth Africa seeks to gain insights into individuals’ privacy-related behavior. Based in 
Northern Nigeria, eHealth Africa provided us with insights into local conditions and on-site support so that 
we were able to successfully create, implement, and conduct the field experiment. 
The experiment consists of three connected components: An educating treatment, a paper-based 
questionnaire, and an explanation of the experimental setting. All documents and interactions were in 
English, the official language in Nigeria. As an introduction, we told participants that we were working on 
improvements in the healthcare situation based on data-driven solutions. We further claimed that the 
presented questionnaire aimed at creating a dataset of personal health information supporting the 
development of artificial intelligence solutions. 
To draw causal inferences about the effects of awareness-raising measures, we implemented three different 
scenarios: (1) Solution-focused awareness-raising, (2) risk-focused awareness-raising, and (3) no 
awareness-raising, for a control group. We implemented the treatment conditions in the form of 
informational brochures educating respondents either on how to protect data (i.e., solution-focused 
awareness-raising) or on the detrimental consequences of data misuse (i.e., risk-focused awareness-
raising). We chose to use brochures for two major reasons. First, the distribution of informational brochures 
constitutes a situation that could occur in reality; verisimilitude helps conceal the inner dynamics of the 
experiment. Second, brochures are easy-to-understand, clear, and compact. This is important, as 
participants tend not to read information presented to them if it will take too much time and energy 
(Malandrino et al. 2013).  
The solution-focused awareness-raising brochure contained information on ways to protect personal 
information in data-driven environments. It provided participants with a five-step guide on how to increase 
their data privacy. This brochure further informed participants about the newly-implemented (2019) 
Nigeria Data Protection Regulation and the data privacy rights that it is intended to uphold. The second 
brochure, the risk-focused one, educated participants about how data can be misused and about the 
negative consequences that data misuse could have for the individuals’ data privacy. It discussed a recent 
data fraud scandal in Nigeria in which large amounts of personal data have been misused by a private 
company. The control group did not receive a brochure. Even very basic definitions of privacy such as 
“privacy is the ability of the individual to control the terms under which personal information is acquired 
and used” (Culnan and Armstrong 1999, p. 105) are not neutrally framed but emphasize aspects of 
protecting privacy or the associated risks when disclosing personal information. As privacy can hardly be 
defined as a neutral construct free from any solution-focused or risk-focused aspects, we argue that a 
general brochure for the control group could have led to blurring boundaries between the effects of our 
treatments. We developed the brochures’ content based on Pötzsch's (2009) privacy awareness definition. 
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We enhanced both treatment conditions with pictures and kept the designs as similar as possible to avoid 
any biases. Participants received the brochures along with the questionnaires. We distributed the brochures 
randomly across the participants, places, and dates of data collection to avoid sampling bias among the 
treatment conditions.  
The questionnaire comprised two parts. In the first part, we asked participants to indicate their personal 
health information, including questions regarding their general state of health, health-related behavior, 
chronic diseases, sexual diseases, and information on their mental health. Furthermore, at the end of the 
first part, participants had to rate the five health categories by perceived data sensitivity. In the second part 
of the questionnaire, we asked participants questions that assessed privacy concerns and privacy self-
efficacy, as well as further covariates and demographics. 
To conduct the experiment in an ethically correct manner, we gave participants a note explaining the true 
purpose of the experiment after they had returned to us the sealed envelopes with the questionnaires. Based 
on this, participants had the opportunity to have their data deleted. However, no participant chose this 
option. We refined both the scenarios and the questionnaire by pretesting. As an incentive to participate, 
individuals received 500 Naira, which equaled approximately USD 1.38 at the time of the experiment. 

Operationalization of Variables 

Dependent variable. We measured privacy protection through opt-out. The variable comprises the 
denial of the use of their provided data for further purposes. At the beginning of the questionnaire, we gave 
the participants the opportunity to tick a box saying: “I want my data only to be used for the purpose of this 
project and not for other purposes.” We argue that this measure of privacy protection behavior is suitable 
as individuals had to answer sensitive information regarding their personal health in the questionnaire. 
Thus, opt-out means that individuals do not allow the use of their data for further purposes and thereby 
protect their personal data. The variable opt-out was measured on a binary scale with 0 indicating no opt-
out and 1 indicating opt-out. The participants returned the questionnaire in a closed envelope, as a lack of 
anonymity could have biased the participants’ data protection behavior. 

Independent variables. We measured solution-focused awareness-raising and risk-focused 
awareness-raising as two dichotomous variables that derive from our experimental setting. They have a 
value of 1 if participants received a brochure with the respective treatment and 0 otherwise. Furthermore, 
we assessed the two mediating variables of privacy concerns and privacy self-efficacy in the questionnaire. 
We adapted the scale for privacy concerns from Dinev and Hart (2005). Three items asked participants if 
they were concerned that their disclosed information could be misused. We assessed privacy self-efficacy 
based on the scale of Cho et al. (2009). The six-item scale asked participants if they felt confident about 
protecting their information privacy. We assessed both privacy concerns and privacy self-efficacy on seven-
point Likert scales ranging from 1, “strongly disagree,” to 7, “strongly agree.” 

Control variables. The survey contained questions to assess further information on participants’ 
personal backgrounds. Ethnically, Nigeria is one of the most diverse countries on earth. As culture is an 
antecedent of privacy protection behavior (Lowry et al. 2011; Smith et al. 2011), we asked participants to 
indicate their ethnic group. Moreover, following the APCO model, demographic factors play roles in 
individuals’ privacy-related behavior. Therefore, we asked participants to indicate their age in years, their 
gender, and the number of years they had attended school. 

Data Collection 

The experiment was conducted in November 2019 in Nigeria. We chose Nigeria for three major reasons. 
First, Nigeria is a developing country, which is the prerequisite to answer our research question. Second, as 
English is the official language in Nigeria, we could keep the scales close to the original wording. Third, even 
though Nigeria has no principal data protection law, the country launched the Nigeria Data Protection 
Regulation in January 2019. This act has introduced initial compliance obligations on Nigerian companies 
to safeguard individuals’ rights to data privacy (NIDTA 2019). We conducted our randomized controlled 
field experiment at several public places in Nigeria. Our target group was the Nigerian adult population. 
Our final sample comprises information from 382 individuals. 
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Analysis and Model Robustness 

As opt-out is a binary variable, we applied logistic regression. We bootstrapped the regression analyses with 
5,000 replications (Hayes 2015). We applied heteroscedasticity robust standard errors. To ensure the 
robustness of our research design and methodology, we took several conceptual and methodological steps. 

First, our field experimental design provides a real-world setting that gives insights into actual privacy 
protection behavior of the relevant target group. By manipulating risk- and solution-focused awareness-
raising, we were able to observe causal effects between our independent and dependent variables. Second, 
the rating of the five health categories by perceived data sensitivity showed that individuals actually 
perceived the data they provided in the questionnaire as sensitive. If they would not perceive the data as 
sensitive at all, our measure of privacy protection would be questionable. Third, we conducted the 
experiment using small groups. Thereby, we were able to ensure that participants received and read the 
brochures carefully before filling out the form. This is a prerequisite for our manipulations to work.  Fourth, 
we included several demographic variables such as age, gender, ethnic group, and education as controls to 
avoid potential omitted variable bias. However, additional analyses revealed that the effects of solution-
focused awareness and risk-focused awareness on privacy protection would remain virtually the same 
without the controls. 

Results 

Descriptive Results 

Our dataset includes individuals between the age of 18 and 48 years. The gender distribution is 
approximately 2/3 men. Our sample comprises data of individuals from over 12 different ethnic groups. 
The demographic statistics among the two treatment conditions and the control group are comparable, 
indicating that the randomization procedure worked well. Of the total sample, 176 (46 %) participants chose 
to opt-out while 206 (54 %) participants allowed the use of their data for further purposes and thus did not 
opt-out. On average individuals rated the data they provided in the questionnaire as moderately sensitive 
with 4.1 on a scale from 1 to 7. The scales for privacy self-efficacy and privacy concerns performed well with 
Cronbach’s alpha values of 0.86 and 0.72, respectively. 

Results from Regression Analysis 

In Hypotheses 1 and 2, we examine the direct effects of solution-focused and risk-focused awareness-raising 
on privacy protection behavior. Our results show that solution-focused awareness-raising measures 
increase opt-out rates significantly at the one percent level (coefficient .97; p = .0033). Therefore, 
Hypothesis 1 is supported. The regression results do not support Hypothesis 2, as we could not find a 
significant effect of risk-focused awareness-raising on privacy protection behavior. Hypothesis 3 suggests 
that solution-focused awareness-raising increases privacy self-efficacy. Our results support this hypothesis, 
revealing a significant positive effect (coefficient = 1.01; p = .0000). In Hypothesis 4, we argue that solution-
focused awareness-raising increases privacy concerns. Our conceptual model supports Hypothesis 4 at the 
0.1 percent significance level (coefficient = 2.57; p = .0000). 

Hypotheses 5 and 6 suggest that risk-focused awareness-raising decreases privacy self-efficacy and 
increases privacy concerns. Our analyses support both hypotheses, with significant regression coefficients 
of -2.00 (p = .0000) and 0.80 (p = .0005), respectively. Hypotheses 7 and 8 derive the effects of privacy 
self-efficacy and privacy concerns on individuals’ privacy protection. Hypothesis 7 suggests that privacy 
self-efficacy increases privacy protection in terms of opt-out rates. The results support Hypothesis 7 at the 
five percent level (coefficient = .22; p = .0169). Hypothesis 8 suggests that privacy concerns increase privacy 
protection. Our findings do not support the proposed effect on opt-out rates (coefficient -.06; p = .4070).  
Table 1 and Figure 2 depict the results of the conceptual model. 
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Table 1. Regression Analysis 
 Privacy protection Privacy 

self-efficacy 
Privacy 

concerns 
Solution-focused awareness .97 (.33)** 1.01 (.13)*** 2.57 (.17)*** 
Risk-focused awareness -.32 (.34) -2.00 (.16)*** .80 (.23)*** 
Privacy self-efficacy .22 (.09)*   
Privacy concerns -.06 (.07)   
Age .04 (.03) -.03 (.03) -.01 (.02) 
Gender .00 (.24) .31 (.13)* .19 (.18) 
Ethnic group .02 (.02) -.03 (.01)* .02 (.02) 
Education -.02 (.06)  .09 (.04)* .06 (.05) 
R² McFadden R² .09 .47 .34 
Subjects 382 382 382 
Note. Heteroscedasticity-robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. The results of the logistic regression on opt-out rates are reported in the 
log-odds metric. Results are bootstrapped with 5,000 replications. * p < .05, two-tailed test, ** p < .01, two-tailed test, *** p < .001, two-tailed test. 

 

 

Note. Significant effects in the hypothesized direction are written in bold. Results are bootstrapped with 5,000 replications. Results are controlling 
for age, sex, ethnic group, and education. * p < .05, two-tailed test, ** p < .01, two-tailed test, *** p < .001, two-tailed test. 

Figure 2. Results of the Conceptual Model 

Post-hoc Analysis 

To enhance our understanding of the mechanisms behind the effects of solution-focused and risk-focused 
awareness-raising on opt-out, we conduct binary mediation analysis. Following the APCO model of Smith 
et al. (2011), privacy awareness affects privacy protection through privacy concerns, as individuals become 
more aware of potential risks and threats regarding their information privacy and are thus more likely to 
protect their data. Distinguishing between solution-focused and risk-focused awareness-raising measures, 
we contribute to the theoretical underpinnings of the APCO model by arguing that privacy awareness affects 
privacy protection through privacy self-efficacy as well.  
Applying 95% confidence intervals, the results of the binary mediation analyses reveal a significant positive 
indirect effect of solution-focused awareness-raising on opt-out through privacy self-efficacy (coefficient = 
.22; CI = .04|.45). The indirect effect of solution-focused awareness-raising on opt-out through privacy 
concerns is not significant. For the mediation analysis of risk-focused awareness-raising on opt-out, our 
results show a significant negative indirect effect through privacy self-efficacy (coefficient = -.43.; CI = -
.96|-.07). However, we did not find a significant mediation of risk-focused awareness-raising on opt-out 
through privacy concerns. Table 2 depicts the results of the binary mediation analyses with the respective 
confidence intervals and bootstrapped standard errors. 

Table 2. Binary-Mediation Analyses 
IV Solution-focused 

awareness 
Solution-focused 

awareness 
Risk-focused 

awareness 
Risk-focused 

awareness 
Mediator Privacy self-efficacy Privacy concerns Privacy self-efficacy Privacy concerns 
 Obs. Coeff. 95% CI Obs. Coeff. 95% CI Obs. Coeff. 95% CI Obs. Coeff. 95% CI 

Indirect  .22 (.11) [.04|.45] -.15 (.20) [-.58|.22] -.43 (.23) [-.96|-.07] -.05 (.07) [-.20|.07] 

Direct  .97 (.33) [.32|1.61] .97 (.33) [.32|1.61] -.32 (.34) [-.99|.34] -.32 (.34) [-.99|.34] 
Note. The dependent variable is opt-out. Standardized bootstrap results with 5,000 replications are reported. Bootstrap standard errors are reported 
in parentheses. The abbreviation CI stands for the confidence interval. 
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Discussion 
Privacy awareness. In line with the APCO model (Smith et al. 2011), our results show that privacy 
awareness is a key antecedent of individuals’ privacy-related attitudes and behaviors. Our results show that 
solution-focused awareness-raising measures increase opt-out rates significantly. Our solution-focused 
awareness-raising treatment educated individuals about ways to protect their personal information. The 
increased awareness of countermeasures resulted in individuals actively refusing to allow their data to be 
used for further purposes. In contrast to solution-focused awareness-raising, our results do not indicate 
significant direct effects of risk-focused awareness-raising on privacy behavior. Educating individuals about 
the negative consequences of data disclosure seems to trigger a feeling of helplessness and discourages 
individuals from protecting their data privacy. Social cognitive theory holds explanatory approaches for this 
mechanism. While verbally persuading people that they can master a task increases their self-efficacy, 
verbally persuading people that dangers are present can decrease their self-efficacy (Bandura 2001).  
Moreover, we show that solution-focused awareness-raising increases privacy self-efficacy. When 
individuals learn how they can protect their data, they gain confidence in counteracting potential privacy 
risks. Particularly in developing countries, individuals lack basic privacy-related education (Harris et al. 
2013). Therefore, we argue that even simple educational measures can make a difference in individuals’ 
privacy protection. In addition to the positive effect on privacy self-efficacy, solution-focused awareness-
raising increases privacy concerns. We argue that even though solution-focused awareness-raising 
increases knowledge about data protection, it also raises awareness about privacy issues, leading to an 
increase in privacy concerns.  

In line with the APCO model (Smith et al. 2011), our results further show that the risk-focused educational 
measure makes individuals more aware of risks and threats when sharing their data, leading to an increase 
in privacy concerns. The mediation analysis reveals that risk-focused awareness-raising does not increase 
privacy protection through privacy concerns. However, we found a negative indirect effect of risk-focused 
privacy awareness on privacy protection through privacy-self efficacy. Applying Bandura's (2001) social 
cognitive theory to the privacy context, negative emotions regarding data privacy decrease individuals’ 
beliefs that they can be successful in protecting their privacy, which in turn decreases their effort and 
motivation to protect their data. We argue that risk-focused privacy awareness triggers these negative 
emotions, as it reduces individuals’ beliefs that they can successfully protect their privacy. Thus, even 
though we did not find a direct effect of risk-focused awareness-raising on privacy protection, there is a 
significant indirect effect showing that risk-focused awareness-raising decreases privacy protection because 
privacy-self efficacy decreases. 
Privacy concerns. Our experiment yields a counter-intuitive result for privacy concerns. The effects of 
privacy concerns on opt-out do not support our theorizing. This result contradicts a large body of literature 
suggesting a positive relationship between privacy concerns and privacy protection behavior (e.g., Akhter 
2014; Anderson and Agarwal 2011; Bansal et al. 2010; Chellappa and Sin 2005; Dinev and Hart 2005, 2006; 
Youn 2009). Two lines of reasoning help explain the contradiction. First, we argue that the counterintuitive 
result can be attributed to the context of healthcare in developing countries. The privacy calculus suggests 
that individuals conduct a risk-benefit assessment. If the benefits exceed the risks of data sharing, 
individuals disclose their personal information (Culnan and Armstrong 1999; Dinev and Hart 2006). 
Developing countries like Nigeria face a clear need for healthcare improvements. Thus, even though the 
participants of our study exhibit privacy concerns, the high benefits that go along with improvements in the 
overall healthcare situation outweigh these concerns (Chen 2018; Dienlin and Metzger 2016). Second, most 
prior studies apply survey designs and examine behavioral intention or stated attitude as outcome variables. 
However, the privacy paradox notes discrepancies between privacy concerns and actual behavior. Literature 
examining actual behavior shows that individuals often act against their intentions and disclose data even 
in the presence of privacy concerns (Kokolakis 2017; Norberg et al. 2007).  
Privacy self-efficacy. In line with recent literature (e.g., Crossler and Bélanger 2019), we show a 
significant positive effect of privacy self-efficacy on privacy protection. Our results reveal that an increase 
in privacy self-efficacy leads to an increase in opt-out rates. Privacy self-efficacious individuals have the 
feeling that they can manage their personal data. Following social cognitive theory, individuals with high 
self-efficacy show higher motivation and effort toward the respective behavior (Bandura 2001). The positive 
significant effect of privacy self-efficacy on opt-out reflects this cognitive mechanism. 
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Theoretical Implications 

Our study contributes to privacy-related information systems research in several ways. First, we examine 
the role of privacy awareness. Developing countries suffer from a widespread lack of privacy-related 
education, leading to misconceptions about risks and costs of data sharing (Cho et al. 2009; Dommeyer and 
Gross 2003; Kumaraguru and Cranor 2005). To understand how privacy awareness influences data 
protection, we assess the effects of solution-focused and risk-focused awareness-raising measures on 
privacy-related attitudes and behavior. Deuker (2010) suggests that viewing privacy awareness only in a 
risk-focused way is not conducive to success. Rather, it is necessary to extend the conceptualization of 
privacy awareness from a risk-focused toward a solution-based view (Deuker 2010). We argue that the basic 
idea behind this dual perspective is also reflected in the distinction between coping and threat appraisal 
process suggested by the protection motivation theory (Rogers 1975). Our results support recent comments 
on the high relevance of privacy awareness (e.g. Correia and Compeau), however, we show that the effects 
of privacy awareness-raising measures strongly depend on the conceptualization and implementation in 
practice. Privacy awareness has not received much attention from prior information systems scholars, 
which is particularly surprising given its high relevance for research and practice (Smith et al. 2011). We 
extend the theoretical understanding by showing that positive awareness-raising measures are effective in 
shaping individuals’ privacy-related behavior. 
Second, we take an integrational theoretical perspective by combining social cognitive theory (Bandura 
2001) with the APCO model (Smith et al. 2011).  Social cognitive theory assumes that individuals who 
believe in their ability to be successful in a certain situation show higher effort toward the respective 
behavior (Bandura 2001). We show that privacy self-efficacy is a decisive factor for individuals’ privacy 
behavior. Individuals’ confidence levels in privacy protection are directly associated with privacy protection 
responses. Our integrational approach enhances the explanatory power of the APCO model by integrating 
two largely contrasting psychological constructs: While privacy concerns refer to a feeling of helplessness, 
privacy self-efficacy addresses the opposite, dealing with the self-confidence of individuals to be able to 
protect their personal data efficiently. A key insight from our study for the interpretation of past and future 
research is therefore that privacy concerns matter, but not in all contexts and not exclusively because other 
psychological constructs such as privacy self-efficacy play a major role in individuals’ privacy-related 
decision-making. 
Third, we examine privacy protection against the background of a developing country. As prior information 
systems research mainly used US samples, developing countries have received limited attention (Belanger 
and Crossler 2011; Chen 2018; Chen and Zahedi 2016; Gebre-Mariam and Bygstad 2019). However, 
contextual and cultural differences are central to understanding privacy-related behavior (Bansal et al. 
2016; Kokolakis 2017; Lowry et al. 2011; Smith et al. 2011). Prior research from developed countries 
identified privacy concerns as the core antecedent of privacy protection (Smith et al. 2011). Our results show 
that existing findings do not necessarily hold for developing countries. Following our extended APCO 
model, we find that privacy self-efficacy plays a major role in privacy protection behavior in developing 
countries like Nigeria. 

Managerial Implications 

Our findings yield valuable implications for governments and organizations to support awareness-based 
implementation of data-driven health solutions in developing countries. The dissemination of health 
information systems in developing countries contributes to the political vision of promoting equity in access 
to health services. However, these advancements involve significant amounts of sensitive personal health 
information. A profound understanding of individuals’ risk-coping behaviors concerning the protection of 
personal health information is thus central to align the interests of users and providers. Our paper shows 
that findings cannot be transferred directly between different contexts. Therefore, we encourage 
policymakers and practitioners to consider contextual characteristics when managing data privacy. 

If general privacy awareness is lacking, individuals have no opportunity to make sound decisions regarding 
their data privacy (Harris et al. 2013). Our experiment shows that increasing privacy awareness does not 
necessarily require sophisticated training. Even simple brochures can provide effective educational content. 
This measure is particularly conductive to success in fields where there is no mass of flyers and other 
information material, as it was the case in our experimental setting and is often the case in developed 
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countries. With comparably little financial resources, awareness-raising measures can support individuals 
in an educated decision-making process. 

Having said that, our study shows that governments and organizations should pay attention to the specific 
type and tone of message implementation, as solution-focused and risk-focused awareness-raising 
measures trigger different cognitive mechanisms and behavioral responses. While risk-focused awareness-
raising measures reduce privacy self-efficacy and do not directly affect privacy protection, solution-focused 
measures increase privacy self-efficacy and support privacy protection. As risk-focused awareness-raising 
has been more prominent so far, we argue that the media, organizations, and governments should rather 
emphasize solution-focused awareness-raising measures that convince individuals of their abilities to 
counteract privacy threats. These educational measures, however, require constant updates, given the rapid 
technological advancements and ever-increasing privacy threats (Milne et al. 2009). 

Even though our results do not show significant effects of privacy concerns on privacy protection, we point 
out that the importance of privacy concerns should not be underestimated. The existence and clear 
communication of privacy concerns among the general population is critical to move policymakers toward 
implementing adequate data protection regulations (Correia and Compeau 2017). This applies particularly 
to developing countries, where sound privacy policies are often lacking and data protection rates are low. 

Limitations and Future Research 

This study has some limitations that offer opportunities for future research. First, using a Nigerian sample, 
our results show that even simple awareness-raising measures can make a difference for privacy-related 
attitudes and behaviors. These effects, however, could have been influenced by contextual and cultural 
specifics of our experimental setting. We call for future research examining the effectiveness of solution-
focused and risk-focused awareness-raising measures in countries where privacy education is more 
prevalent. Second, country-level differences could explain our counter-intuitive finding of the insignificant 
effect of privacy concerns on opt-out (Acquisti et al. 2015). We suggest that the high need for healthcare 
improvements in countries like Nigeria outweighs privacy concerns. As our study does not provide 
empirical evidence for this line of argumentation, future research should investigate whether country-level 
differences or other situational factors influence the relationship between privacy concerns and opt-out. 
Third, healthcare professionals, research organizations, governments, and insurers are all potential 
providers of data-driven healthcare solutions. Our experimental setting told participants that their health 
information was requested by a university. Prior literature has found that privacy-related behavior changes 
when the requesting stakeholder changes (Anderson and Agarwal 2011). The different attitudes toward the 
various stakeholders are likely due to varying levels of trust and perceptions of corruption in each country 
about each stakeholder. As prior findings are not directly transferable between countries, we call for future 
studies to shed light on the role of the requesting stakeholder for privacy-related behavior in developing 
countries. Fourth, different types of information lead to differences in data protection. Health data is among 
the most sensitive type of data (Bansal et al. 2010). Therefore, our results are comparably conservative and 
should hold for settings that involve less-sensitive data. In line with recent studies (Chen 2018; Dienlin and 
Metzger 2016), we argue that perceptions of benefits are critical for individuals’ privacy protection 
decisions. The question remains if the proposed cognitive mechanisms also hold for other settings that 
imply different benefits for the individuals. 

Conclusion 
The rapid progress and high potential of health information technology collide with poor privacy awareness 
in developing countries. Despite its high relevance, the topic of data protection in developing countries has 
been widely neglected by prior research. To support educated decision-making in data-driven 
environments, our experiment addressed the question of how privacy awareness affects privacy protection. 
In cooperation with eHealth Africa, a non-governmental organization working on data-driven health 
solutions, we conducted a randomized controlled field experiment in Nigeria. Our study extends the 
theoretical understanding of privacy protection and challenges the findings of related studies against the 
background of developing countries. 
We combine the APCO model (Smith et al. 2011) with Bandura's (2001) social cognitive theory to examine 
the cognitive mechanisms behind the effects of solution-focused and risk-focused awareness-raising on 
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privacy protection. Our results provide evidence that even simple awareness-raising measures significantly 
influence privacy-related attitudes. However, they make a difference for individuals’ privacy protection only 
when the educational measures are framed in a way that focusses on solutions instead of privacy risks. We 
identify contextual and conceptual boundary conditions for the theoretical mechanisms predicted by our 
extended APCO model. We hope our findings motivate future researchers to conduct further in-depth and 
context-sensitive analyses of privacy awareness and associated behavioral responses. 
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